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Abstract 
Nominalization is a frequently used linguistic device in most languages. It 
refers to the transformation from other word classes, like verbs or adjectives, to 
nouns. The former is called verbal nominalization and the latter is adjectival 
nominalization. Many a linguist of various schools has researched verbal 
nominalization such as traditional grammar, transformational-generative grammar, 
systemic-functional grammar and cognitive grammar. This dissertation explores the 
verbal nominalization from the cognitive perspective and tries to explain the 
mechanisms of verbal nominalization.  
Verbal nominalization is a change of cognitive perspective. The verb is a 
one-dimensional temporal action, while the noun is a three-dimensional spatial thing. 
The verbal nominalization is mostly the shift from a dynamic and concrete process to a 
static and abstract thing. This dissertation focuses on the act-agent shift, act-patient 
shift and act-result shift and explores their cognitive mechanism. This shift is 
accordant to human’s basic principles of event cognitive frame. In Langacker’s theory,  
the motion event cognitive frame is the fundamental and typical cognitive frame 
among all the cognitive frames. He mainly adopts the figure/ground theory to analyze 
the typical event and distinguishes the participants (most prominent in cognition) from 
the setting (time, place etc., less prominent). While Talmy (1985, 1988) studies the 
concept structures of motion event frame and establishes the six essential cognitive 
components (or concept components): figure, ground, motion, path, manner and cause. 
Langacker calls the latter three components as setting. Talmy emphasizes the less 
prominent components and tries to employ the windowing of attention to analyze 
English syntax. The so-called windowing of attention is a cognitive process to profile 
some parts of the event frame.  
Based on the theoretical model of Langacker and Talmy, Wang Yin (2007: 239) 
evokes the Event-domain Cognitive Model (ECM). The two elements in the ECM are 
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and noun. ECM can well interpret the metonymic mechanism of verbal nominalization 
and provide a unified experience base for metonymy. In fact, ECM also reflects the 
metonymic thinking in human’s cognition. This dissertation employs ECM to analyze 
the mechanism of verbal nominalization. Integrating with the prominence theory and 
the figure/ground theory, it expounds the metonymic mechanism of the verbal 
nominalization. It is a change of perspective and profiles the action part of event 
cognitive frame.  
From the above cognitive analysis of verbal nominalization, we can concludes 
that: verb which is temporal, is usually employed to describe the concrete process, 
and emphasizes the interactive relation between the components; while verbal 
nominalization is used to express a whole category or concept, which is atemporal 
and contains all the relation in a category. When it comes to the academic writing, 
the intrinsic traits of academic writing determine the frequent use of verbal 
nominalization. The formality, the concision, the expressiveness and the objectivity 
of academic writing lead to its employment of the highly condensed and abstract 
nominalization.  
The abundant nominalization term will enhance the academic writing’s 
specialty and formality. As highly condensed concept of a whole, nominalization 
allows us to add many adjectives or even clauses to modify it, which may increase 
its accuracy and expressiveness in the theoretical level. A multitude of 
nominalization in academic writing will improve its concision and expressiveness at 
the same time, even though it may cause the readers feel elaborative. What’s more, 
the weakening or ellipsis of the tense, the agent or the patient of an action will 
conceal the subjectivity and emphasize the objectivity. 
Of course, the dissertation just explores the metonymic mechanism of verbal 
nominalization within the framework of ECM and the profiling theory in the 
cognitive linguistics. Finally I adopt this mechanism of nominalization to research 
the frequent employment of nominalization in academic writing and expound the 
reason for it. The frequent employment of nominalization is the results of the 
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teaching and learning in academic writing and will widen the scope of cognitive 
application in verbal nominalization. 
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三者 Langacker 统称为“场景”。Talmy 侧重用后三者等次凸显成分来分析英语
的句法。所谓“注意窗”，即对事件框架中某些部分做前景化处理的认知过程。 
王寅（2007:239）在 Langacker 和 Talmy 的理论模型基础上，提出了事件
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Chapter One Introduction 
  1
Chapter One Introduction 
1.1 Object, purpose and application of the research 
Nominalization is a common grammatical process of forming noun from other 
parts of speech, like verbs or adjectives (Richards, 2000:309). Halliday (1994:41) 
regards nominalization as “any element or group of elements which can function as a 
noun or noun phrase in a clause.” There are lexical nominalization and clausal 
nominalization. The first type refers to some nominalized word or word group and 
the latter denotes any clause which functions as a noun. This dissertation just 
concentrates on the lexical nominalization.  
The literature on nominalization is rather abundant compared to other grammar 
phenomenon. A lot of scholars has described the phenomenon of it in detailed ways 
and tried to explain it from different perspectives. To some degree, the study on 
nominalization can be traced back to Plato and Aristotle in ancient Greece. Although 
they do not give a clear concept of nominalization, their research has been concerned 
with the classification of word class into nominal part and verbal part, and the 
transference between the two.  
The starting point of nominalization is the publication of The Philosophy of 
Grammar by Jespersen, in which the phenomenon of English nominalization was 
studied for the first time. Ever since then, linguists have been trying to approach the 
linguistic device from different perspectives. Generally speaking, these researches 
are mainly done within three frameworks, namely, the framework of 
transformational grammar, the framework of systemic-functional grammar, and the 
framework of cognitive linguistics. Within the framework of transformational 
grammar, linguists (e.g. Lees, Chomsky) are generally quite interested in the 
relationship between verbs and their corresponding verbal nominalizations. The 
result of the discussion is a transformationalist vs. lexicalist controversy about the 
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